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DEDICATION 

These poems 

                        Are 

                              For 

Those salivating for old graves, 

He/she who for my verse craves.  

Those who, poems enslaved 

And those who are poetry slaves 

                       For mum, 

                         Dad, 

Mentors and you. 
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POET'S NOTE 

The thirst for the fluids of been called or addressed as a published writer is inevitably 

inexplicable in the life of most budding poets who want to be heard: which I am 

inclusive. This book 'DARK DIARY' is just a project with which I want to quench the 

thirst and urge of publishing my debut collection of poems 'OLD GRAVES'. 

Dark Diary is just a collection of 24poems which I see as the window or shadow to OLD 

GRAVES because it slightly and conscientiously focus its thematic view towards the 

direction of OLD GRAVES. 

This collection is put forth in order to access my poetic ability and improvements so far 

and also to see the perfume the response is going to be wearing. 

The central theme of the mother collection of this DARK DIARY is focused on the 

negativity our contemporary society is chewing with ease. Looking at the poem 

THIRSTY WATER herein, the second stanza is trying to summarize the aims of the book 

and of the mother collection OLD GRAVES where it says; 

_since river is dying of thirst_ 

_I write to right the wrongs_ 

So I am urging everyone who lays his/her hand on this collection to please go through it 

critically with a mindset to pick it's morsels and also enjoy the art of poetry. 

All I need from you are just these: 

* please read critically through them 

* give a feedback/response/critique 

To give feedback please. 

Send advice, critiques, suggestions and lectures on the angle you see I lack to 

odudode4@gmail.com 

Or you send your comments, request to publish any poem herein, encomiums and Other 

relevant information to odudode4@gmail.com 

or.  usmanahmaduode@gmail.com 

Thanks and God bless as you read through. 

    Ahmadu Usman Ode 

      Abuja, Nigeria 
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AMEBORS ON 'DARK DIARY' 

Dark diary is a marvelous collection of artistic work. It spots the dark illness that cripple 
our society. It also portrays the past heritage of our heroes which is currently in an 
abysmal stage. 
The writer's style is awesome and the poems are full of rich literary devices. 
Kudos to PoetiQue! 

HASSAN IMRAN 
(Jos North, Nigeria) 

 

When Usman Ode told me of his plan towards publishing OLD GRAVES I felt elated for 
his zeal and wished him well, fortunately, he told me of it's postponement and the need 
to build his craft and I sense the wisdom in his ideas. Here he is with woven words of 
wisdom in the dimples of DARK DIARY; collection of 24 arresting poems. I still am 
waiting for the OLD GRAVES for this poems are really windows to the collection yet to 
come. 

KUMAR A. SINGH 
(Delhi. India) 

 

 

The Dark Diary captures the ills bedevilling our society and the effects on the 
citizenry,  its a collection of words that touch the inner dept of one's humanity which 
were arranged according to how it affects us (Nigeria) the thematics are simply unique 
and his style is top notch.  
This is good 

ALIYU ISMAIL 
the north central coordinator Kate tales foundation 

 

 

Dark diary is simply a wonderful  collection, magnificient in scope, a remarkable 
reflection of creativity. The writer's style is full of breath taking originality. In every 
poem in the collection, you'll find richness and exuberance. I must commend poetique 
for this artistry. 

ZAINAB KABIR TALATA 
Author of "THE OTHER SIDE" 
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Dark Diary is a chapbook that shows me the conscience in the womb of a patriotic 
Nigerian. The poems, 'Tell us the tale' and 'the withering of dried leaves' herein shows 
me the pains that is raining in the West African nation (Nigeria). I commend PoetiQue: 
for this bold step. 

JOHNNY HORAN(Northern Ireland) 
Author of 'Peaceful Chaos' 

 

 

'DARK DIARY' This  is a wondrous collection painting every wall with its vivacious 
colours. PoetiQue has used all his strong poetic weapons to draw deep themes in to this 
collection, themes like :war, insecurity e.t.c rolling through the mind of his sabotage. 
Salutations to PoetiQue for this artistic collection. 

Yusuf BM 
Author of Brittle Songs 

 

 

Usman is a talented poet who is pushing back publishing just because he wants the work 
to be perfect. DARK DIARY is a collection of 24 poems about the sinful things everyone 
is keeping quiet about. We claim perfection is unattainable, but Perfection is relative, so 
to me, this book is close to perfect. 

RABIAT ADAWI 
Ilorin, Nigeria 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many seek miracles and wonders, whereas, it is near to them. I have never been 
surprised when an elder sprouts out wisdom, but wonders are clearer to me, when a 
young fellow speaks in a philosopher’s tongue. Then, it is more taken to heart. 

Most of those philosophical thoughts we read online, are born of deep thoughts, 
imaginations and experiences. Ranging from sadness to happiness, at home and on 
different journeys of life. 

I can’t just simply believe, that a young person has seen so much, to be able to design 
pages with words narrating the past, present and future to me. 

Dark diary has collections in it that will make you think and re think. I am not inflating 
into a balloon when I say this book is a miracle. Although, I am unable to see the real 
scrolls of the TEN COMMANDMENTS, but this within your hand can’t be too far, if you 
read along its lines. 

Dark Diary has the definition of war, the real meaning of a ‘victim’, nature and in 
dealing with world problem by crying out loud for the voiceless. "Usman has seen a lot 
and he is still a boy". 

The way the poet dances around with dictions like a pro of words, figures of speech like 
the creator of language and the rhythm like the melody of a guitar, has made me reach a 
conclusion, that, he is a MAGICAL POET. 

I think this book should be appreciated than what I have said about it and you will proof 
me right when you start reading through its lines. I have learnt in my journey with the 
book that: ‘Diary must be kept of everything that happens around us.’ 

I have read few books with voluminous verses, but did not come out with a lot at the end 
of the day, Dark Diary has proven and explained well to me, the statement “not how 
much but how well” as it has just 24 tough poems in it. PoetiQue is simply wonderful 
and for that I say: 

Do not ask about why people don’t write 

You should rather ask, "why writers write?” 

 

Ibraheem Olanrewaju –Ahmad- 

Author: What Hijra Taught Me 
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VICTIMS 

We are, yes, we are, 
Loyal to pains, 
Hunted by the fears 
planted in our veins.  
To it, we are victims! 

We are, yes, we are, 
Preys to these graces 
Prayers before feasting! 
We watch with wretched hopes, 
As these cannibals clench their teeth. 

The same teeth they used 
In scavenging our flesh 
Denied us sleep at night 
And wearing busy rags at day 
As victims we are. 

We pour libations on their offices 
Sprinkled tears before their palaces 
But like our crazy gods 
They send us an answer, 
That took us to the end of the world. 

The world in the flank of hatred; 
The hatred hated by love.  
Our tears now form the pool we swim  
After our blood paint 
The world in our hearts 

Make us a crucifix with their portraits 
So we can look up at them for favours 
When the snakes of injustice bite us. 

Make us an arc sealed 
With confidence, so we can 
Run into it when their oppressions flood. 
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WAR 

Pangs of fears.  
Tunes of guns.  
Dances of bullets 
On fleshy trees. 

Melodies of chaos 
Wear war glad rag.  
East, west, south and north 
Misplaced spots 
In the river of tears. 

Forest of heads 
In friendly lions' den.  
As all-human tastes 
The sweetness of pains. 

Bullets dove into sky. 
Silent noises wear autumn amour. 
All strides on bold steps; 
No Victor, no vanguish. 
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THE WITHERING OF DRIED LEAVES 

Dry leaves, dead leaves, 
Falling leaves of this tree 
She carries worries towards 
Boycott dree 

She scrambled for palace 
Where famine grows 
There, she planted these 
grievances in rows 

With starvation curtailed 
To fit our gloom 
And our wealth swept 
Towards doom 

Recession a tune 
From devil's gongs 
Let's halt dancing 
To these sour songs 

Another tune erupted 
By the breast of our land 
That broke the heart of this 
Land where we stand 

While we watched Somto drowned 
In the pool of his blood 
As his little life has been shortened 
And his future blurred 

The dance of python 
To a dried dwarf tombs 
Has graced more graves 
Watching corpse as it fumes 
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DARKEST DARKNESS 
(Twin acrostic) 

See dead men walking. 
See mute men talking. 
Only blind men see pains- 
Occluding success of great grains. 

Best, better, good... 
Bereft of pampered mood 
Ebbing worries of our land, 
Exuding all from glabrous gland. 

Ignoble nobility you ignored- 
Is here ready to be explored.  
Tracing milk from sour tit.  
Threatening yourself, so be it. 

…………………………………………….. 

 

LION EATING LIONS 

We are planters of plenty pains 
Upon this field of fertile famine 
As our little scramble for survival 
Rests on the tail of lion eating lions 

We glean on our glabrous grief 
After pampering placable pains 
Hoping chivalrously for alms, 
and vomits of lion eating lions 

…………………………………………......... 

THIRSTY WATER 

A dumb whispers to the deaf 
That a barren breastfed an imbecile. 

Since the river is dying of thirst, 
I write to right the wrongs! 
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UNCLE BOLAJI 

Unclad the mysteries of 
Naked pains sleeping 
Carelessly in the hands of 
Lifted mortality of 
Extinguished existence of breathe. 

Bereaved, I am  
Of  your demise, which 
Lured my tears to pour 
Acutely, like rains of 
July.  
I love you, but God wants you most. 

 

Written on behalf of RABIAT ADAWI 

…………………………………………………….. 

RIDDLES 

I am that yam that grows sour- 
When been lobated with 
Oil and suspended onions. 
I am the taboo that placed 
The olobu* on the  
Buttock of a mortar. 

I am that pestle 
Used to pound all the worries 
In the breast pocket 
Of a bereaved clan 
Before dawn wakes from  
Slumber, wrapping her darkened 
Dusky blindness. 

I sacrificed my Patience; 
Chewing my conscience 
After giving out my pains 
In exchange of a grief  
Served in hallucinations 
Of cleaves and statued worries. 

Olobu: an Afo word for one who leads when farming due to tirelessness and strength. 
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DYING OF THIRST 

The week is weak 
When weak men wick. 

The sick men seek 
For a Sickie streak. 

But when sickness leaks 
To a weakness peak! 

The peak of the Sickie week 
He now wish he licks. 

The clicks and creeks 
Of no sickness week! 

 

 

……………………………………. 

 

SANDHILLS 

Broken cleavages 
In the breast of hallucination 
Remitted its dunes 
to the tilt of grabby and 
fractured frabjous future. 

Splitvilles of tattered galls- 
Ambushed by a crippling 
Past castrate the sandhills 
Of this land! 
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COULD IT BE THE gods? 

Could it be the gods... 

That raped our past 
For our future to be bastardized? 
That stabbed our womb 
And made us went barren? 

That romanced our senses, 
Seduced our mindset- 
So we shall be forever heartlessly urged? 

That erased our conscience, 
Elated us with joy 
Of cannibalism? 

Could it be the remains 
Of our forefathers, 
Or, our great grand mothers? 

Could it be the gods that  
Cursed Nigeria, yet bless 
Her with wealth and kleptomaniacs? 

Or, 
Could it be that the gods 
Are still in trance? 
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THIS HOUSE HAS FALLEN 

This house has fallen  
After guzzling sour allene 
Who can identify her dregs 
Piled up in diseased kegs? 
Who can calm her pains, 
And wash these gory grains 
In the sands of swollen nightmares 
Fractured by crooked flares? 

We become victims to our traps 
Sprinkling streets with our craps 
Graves grow gracefully, petting pains.  
Corpses collide splattering strains 
Day drags doom towards night 
When scarce sleeps pamper plight 
We hyped the houses we built 
With gawky gaits of gaunt and guilt 

We watch our mothers become muse 
For musicians and poets to puke their ruse 
We, now birds singing for rains 
From remains of rotten grains  
Why purport of psalms none sings 
To these ears that hunger wrings? 
Why breaking trust and planting jinx 
Swallowing prides...helpless sphinx? 
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BROKEN BRIDGES AND BURNT BOATS 

Rohingya, wash your tears! 
For the whole grievances may 
team up with suffering 
But can't erase the name from your veins 

Let evil dance to the choruses  
of the heartlessness of men 
who chewed and swallowed 
their conscience. 
After the music of war plays 
At its best, the silence of  
Peace must still rule; 
For the onions that drag out 
The cook's tears the most 
Taste better in the pot of soup 

So, my dear Rohingya, wipe your tears 
For Burma will still  
see the moonlight that  
told tales of toad stales 
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WATER MIXED WITH DEATH 

Love- war- peace- pains 
The carnage of great grains 

Sing- dance- smile nod 
For this is but a blind world 

Birth- death- dirge- songs 
Hawking the world's wrongs 

Brothers-sisters where's the love 
Which we inherited from above? 

Blurred blood still purge 
Behind oil wells that budge 

A male and me! kiss? Bad! 
When has my senses gone this bad? 

Grief falls inside my pains 
For mankind has gotten bigger stains 

Come-go-wake-sleep 
May fears of your mind rest in peace 
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TELL US THE TALE 

Tell us the tale 
Of the yellowish moon 
In a dark veiled kingdom.  
Or, tales of the tortoise with 
broken shells of compounded wisdom. 

Tell us the memorable tales 
That'd warp our oily grieves, 
In this land where groundnuts 
Build castles of pyramids.  
Or, tales that milked our cows 
and fertilized our Benue yams. 

Tell us the reported tales 
of Tafawa Balewa, 
Who cultivated our prides 
and made us come (this far) 
To this fun filled years. 

Tell us the told tales 
of Nnamdi Azikiwe, 
Whose dignity grows daily 
On the ribs of iroko.  
The tales of Awolowo 
who rooted knowledge in our soil. 

Tell us the joyful tales 
of the wealth in Niger-Delta; 
The land that fueled our journey  
To this fractured future.  
What of the tales of cocoa in 
Oduduwa's shrine 
That brought us here to this  
land of barricaded grief. 

Tell us the tales of how 
Eagle planted joy in lands  
Where the green in her flag 
Fertilized the rich land. 

Tell us not the sad tales  
of the darkness  of '66 
That sprinkled bloods in '67.  
Or, the tales of power's thirst, 
That dumbed us on colourful pains. 
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Tell us not the sad tales 
That broke the heart of graves; 
The graves of our forefathers 
with yester-pains 
Not the songs from flutes of blood 
That cast moon on strange black prides. 

 

……………………………………………………………….. 

 

I LIVED AND DIED UNSATISFIED 

I suckled from existence,  
and carelessly combed 
The street with procrastination. 

I ate roasted worries with 
Oily garnished postponement, 
And guzzled vacillating regrets.  
I wanted crowning my wits with 
Satisfactory resolution  
That I could ever beget. 

I wanted pruning plenty malign 
On farmland of famished grieves, 
With my talents, skills and gifts.  
But bruised by bereft of benign 
gestures which agony sieves.  
Still vacillation tends to drift. 

Now I vacate this earth 
With unsatisfied life 
and pride pampering no difference.  
As I'm bruised in regrets hearth.  
Did I ever participate in it's strife 
Or just an addition to existence? 

I wish I could live once more 
to accomplish my big dreams. 
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WHY CALL THE KETTLE BLACK? 
(A duet with Umar Ajetumobi Olansile) 

Bing-bang of stitching names 
Dance ceaselessly on single lane 
Far away, the quenching waters 
Fire, now smiling on the crane. 

Why call the kettle dark 
When darkness has raped your sight? 
Why thinking the blindness harks 
To that boulevard of tattered freight? 

'Hey terrorists', they balloon! 
Bushy beard, a bogus threat 
'I'm not a terrorist', proclaimed Khan 
Eight these names like 'yester-saints'. 

Living all places as you stray; 
Counting corpses, lead astray.  
You still walk peacefully as a stream 
Shower people with fears of one-eyed dream. 

'Paedophiled-rapists you never hear? 
Below twenty, their tasty brides 
What if she proudly goes 
With no ballooned belly singing in the air? 

Unlearned, their women clan 
Unequal,that freedom hoax 
Professional women in Deen, countless, aye! 
Foes never see, but arrogantly wave. 

The deen Islam which means peace 
Has now been leveled to pieces piece.  
Let's all know this fact as it may be 
Not a pot mocking a kettle, blackie! 
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BROKEN EGG 

Darkened dream 
Scattered scream 
Rippling stream 
Are enclaved team 
...in broken egg 

Withered wits 
Fondled tits 
Sleep that sits 
On milked misfits 
...like stolen beg 

Gliding glee 
Pampered plea 
Bittered bee 
On shivering sea 
...fill the swollen keg 

World's not save 
For us to live 
I'd be in this cave 
And mourn my grief 
...in this rotten deg 
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PYTHON DANCE 

Let the Python dance 
Not to the tunes 
Emitted from the tombstone 
In the midst of vipers. 

The Python dance that casts 
blood on the footpath of 
churchianity and celebrates 
the darkness of freedom 
must have to cease. 

Let this Python dance 
that signifies deftness of 
madness to the 
silent noise and 
rhythm of gunfire 
must have to cease. 

Let the Python dance no more. 

 

……………………………………….. 

 

FALSEHOODS PERISH 

As truth peeps through the door 
In blooms of beauteous moor 
Falsehoods; I saw as they perish 
As truth wears tunes of relish 
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DARK SANDS 
_raped more than twice_ 

Ravished again- 
Again and again, 
Pains roast'd to be eaten with oil: 
Exuding corrupt strands 
Duly in dark sands. 

Macabre; badly; 
Our soil groans sadly. 
Raped with corrupt urge 
Eagerly scrotums wastes surge. 

The ghouls still eat the wise 
Home raped more than twice.  
Anguish and distress now lurking her loin, 
Not minding the bereav'd side of her coin. 

This grief still falls inside her pot, 
While she serves the pains so hot. 
Instead of mourning with her, 
Cozily you're drinking her tears.  
Engraving her mourning with fears. 

 

…………………………………………………………….. 

 

MOURNING 

{Double edge acrostic} 

Mourn and maiM 
Overridden taboO 
Unless they tame yoU 
Remain heedful and cleaR 
Now, after, dusk till dawN 
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OBIRIKIJI 
(Whirlwind) 

_Òbirikiji èlaá_ 
_mukúmbú ngù luku_ 
_útu embirì kuñyo_ 
_mu eyi lama iyíkoto_ 
_luku luzekuñyo mã_ 
_muame iyo lowá_ 
_muomô gba luku lunbiri agrika zùmo_ 

Whirlwind has halted 
In the ridge of death. 
Darkness has drowned life 
In the wake of morning.  
Death fainted  
By the breast of mountain.  
There and then death swallowed our clan. 

All words above which are not English are from Afo language. 

 

……………………………………………………………………. 

 

SHE BROKE A RIB 

A bough withers her pains 
When dusk dream under dawn 
Breaching savoured stains 
In the midst of littered lawn 
As she sits with high-toned prawn 

Here she sits to mend her soul 
And heal her broken rib and lip 
Flaunting the smile she stole 
Along with grief meteors drip,  
By a footstone of a ship 

She broke a rib for sure 
Over the pile of warry sheaves 
No remedy, no cure 
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As she withers like dried leaves 
Which deaf-blind breeze heaves.  
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